
Strings in dreams in Analog
there is no other place

Bay

Hey 

dive

I should better be grateful to dwell  here
yours gorgeously

I should rather be grateful for that security
is securing safety
and safety is somehow securing me and I am securing safety

legal and untouchable thank you

dive

promiscuous squid coming and neverendingkissing and whispering: Intelligent, aware, 
clean, skinny skin, Societte eyes, bigger eyes and wet, as fallen angels
almost like aliens, angels falling!

breathe

death laying on the left, on the wild side  cowgirl waveriding, screaming. selfglorifying, 
bodyenergybursting, 
waveswinging about the safe place  whispering

dive

Giant squid singing

Complex more and more and more
 silent more and more 
more scars producing scars

more watevarness
and more and more gorgeous
more Gorgeousness,



Wet more!
eyes more wetness, wet eyed ambush sadness

as life documentation poetry

 there is no other way 

hei

breathe

Dreams kissing analog surfaces, places
things electrifying kissed the analog weaved a dress

 

in none places again into whateverness running

they shouldn't forget gentleness and gorgeousness, 

Everything Gorgeously Doing

this is how we heal!

dive

In the whateverness looking inside and scratch off the skin of the pale membrane green 
there are little babies of tenderness, violence, happiness, happy end with death, 1000 
shadows of CMYK, and RGB, and my girl Bay 

breathe

talented, ripped, dragged,
sewed stitched, assembled, 
suffered, tormented looking

gorgeous looking

and this is how we heal,



all healers are dead!

breathe

dissociating, trending schizophrenia spiced up with post traumatic glitches, and office 
worker snitches

my brain cell bargaining for a better life to the big languages for rape

xchange for promises of better life, of better love and my body freedom
for my happy living, for my bodyhappy living

my body should better be very grateful

espionage sadness plotting to assassinate figure out of western myth

my body should better be grateful to dwell in this country

Dive

SPD bpd, AAB, Add, DCD, HPD, OCD  god comes in 3
having its promiscuous angels, securing,  promising venture the rapture, changes.
 …fallen 
and in the depth laying Bay, hey Bayfalling!

Bay’s going back to earth dreaming, on the city jungles down looking 

Placeless!

gorgeously away running

this is how we heal!

placeless,

breathe



hey Bay in the bubble!
on the claud downlooking,
body sensing, dreaming, wishing, fancying the earth  ….behind leaving long time ago, 
for our sinful ancestors alone abandoning the earth. making us abandon the earth for 
their graveyards, brains hanging around, 
we lost our bodies somewhere
brains hanging

us in whateverness placeless,

dive

ya’ll Ill, mental! says Bay.

this is how we heal!

Like bay is 

Babybay was producing too much avantgarde, she cut her arms off, for environmental 
purposes, she moved to the cave where she dwells with a plant a puddle and a screen.

misplaced displaced, and displayed on the legal deserts
I want to have my safe place cowgirl was talking 

in the bubbles anonymous streams surfing, cooperating, I agree on get together 
somewhere around the fire.
 night flying, girlfriend calling unknowable knowing, wood-desert coordinate knowing,  in 
the forest gathering, aroundthefiredancing, 

and meanwhile scientists are looking for capsules in the in the north and the south seas

snow is hiding mineral secrets

hei placeless
 
breath

i truly deeply want to kill my bosses, fathers, and ARTmen



slap, cheat, shoot, gangsters weeping 
well one day, dive 

for mothers

dive

hopelessly get crush on her
as i already have killed all the man, u seem flawless 

there is no other place,

hei

breathe!

now so many of them - cowgirl nymphs wave riding Melancholic hope riders,
vibrating in Boticceli garment’s opacities, 
fading out
so pretty, 
fading out
almost melted, with the wet body and blissed face from dancing or sex and sweating 
and dancing and sweaty dancing 
with angelic beam light
sweating angels 

and the world insisting that we all  become strippers, 

in flora fauna stripping for you
0 gravity stripping for you
on the wild side stripping

without a body weight,

for the flora

unearthly beings
Infinite Boredom

so joke 
dive



and meanwhile in some places people dont give a shit

here and now, no revolt can never never happen ! 
knowing
here and now and a simple square

placeless

this is how we pay!
breath

here and now shooting
but no revolt can ever ever happen!
cowgirl shooting 

Boticeli’s celestial garments, 
punk/metal chains for hint of anarchy,
Bonvicini’s chains for self enslaved beauty
fallen angels
descendants of colonialists

ripped looking

suffered, 
dirt

different kinds of but defined by birth privilege 
DNA privileging, molecule privilege
never forgotten never forgiven never considered 

suffered, ironic, iconic postroman saints ICONICS 

so joke

and then again dirty, swamp-green goblins monsters underwater coming out

dive

in many places meanwhile people don't give a shit

Mother goddesses no shit giving



tits directing somewhere in the future, guarding,
crimson spread in chilly red fire chest
in the head, Ice blue, persian blue mix, Beaming, Remixing
 in calm ultramarine veins branching———- on maps on meridians, river mesh———-
sapphire——- turquoise ———into nano blue particles remixing, in the electric air dust  
injecting
celestial wave surfing
magnifying
she !
sometimes surfing on the waves and iceflakekissing the skinny melancholic party 
nymph
in Alice blue Azure reflections of the dominatrixx of the turquoise nymphs 
they surf for Gorgeousness
the yellow sun light is too much

dream beam

be careful,
nobody knows 
protect,   
all healers are dead!

breath

deep-space  high-space cutting, emotion scavenging,  never finding, 
come back placeless!

with the old pain triggers the whole love strata mining
in the kino-archeology diving

with old pain triggers, never forget, in the anthropology memory storing
black rose scar / tattoo on a legal body drawing

untouchable in the cloud, in the safe place stored, on clouds, in bubbles.

on the strings of streams cowgirls surfing never finding, stealing the words, from the 
poets they love
atonal filaments threads in dreams spider weaving

Nobody knows
possible secrets:



child
a dead child
potion
poison
account code
riches
embarrassment
unflattering fling stories
someones death
crime
privilege
privilege hiding 
DNA privilege hiding 

and those who dont have
never forget

dive

Azure white in Alice Blue lake her, levitating her, refusing to speak her, only looking. her 
big yes and wet, elusive nymph in the anthropology strata upgrading

the legal body beaming, tripping,deeming deeming, freeking out, flipping out
self-humiliating, running, flying away,

this is how we heal 

expressing, exposing, refusing vulnerability
stretching sketching the wounds,
getting wet for long distance sex,
flipping out
flying off
burning down
cutting off, 
and lets kill them

this is how we heal!

breath

explaining searching, never finding the words, stealing
explaining, always failing



heavy metal sinking in the deep waters of wateverness

there are the oyster babies, named 
‘’kiss’’, ‘’bliss’’,  ‘’dont piss me off’’ 

nevertheless tenderness,
gorgouslooking 

all healers are dead

legal and untouchable on clouds  thank you

this is how we pay

legal and untouchable, 

soon my body will be illegal here 

in between all the scavenged feelings a string of the old chillyfire sunlight on the desert 
horizon,
presence,
so slim,
slipping away,
so fragile, 
but sharp enough, 
to cut the moonlight


